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Abstract
We investigate the dynamics and transitions to extinction of
hypercycles governed by periodic orbits. For a large enough
number of hypercycle species (n > 4) the existence of a stable
periodic orbit has been previously described, showing an ap-
parent coincidence of the vanishing of the periodic orbit with
the value of the replication quality factor Q where two un-
stable (non-zero) equilibrium points collide (named QSS). It
has also been reported that, for values below QSS , the system
goes to extinction. In this paper, we use a suitable Poincare´
map associated to the hypercycle system, which is used to
analyze the dynamics in the bistability regime, where both
oscillatory dynamics and extinction are possible. The stable
periodic orbit is identified, together with an unstable periodic
orbit. In particular, we are able to unveil the vanishing mecha-
nism of the oscillatory dynamics: a saddle-node bifurcation of
periodic orbits as the replication quality factor, Q, undergoes
a critical fidelity threshold, QPO. The identified bifurcation
involves the asymptotic extinction of all hypercycle members,
since the attractor placed at the origin becomes globally stable
for values Q < QPO. Near the bifurcation, these extinction
dynamics display a periodic remnant that provides the sys-
tem with an oscillating delayed transition. Surprisingly, we
found that the value of QPO is slightly higher than QSS , thus
identifying a gap in the parameter space where the oscillatory
dynamics has vanished while the unstable equilibrium points
are still present. We also identified a degenerate bifurcation of
the unstable periodic orbits for Q = 1.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hypercycles are catalytic networks with cyclic architec-
ture. Hypercycle theory was developed as a biochemically-
plausible solution to the error catastrophe of error-prone, pre-
biotic replicators [1, 2]. It has been theoretically conjectured
that early replicators may have a limit in their length due to
the expected large accumulation of errors during replication
[1–5]. Eigen and Schuster proposed the hypercycle theory as
a way to ensure the coexistence of distinct replicators able to
store larger information allowing to surpass such an informa-
tion constraint. It is known that hypercycles achieve coexis-
tence of all replicators by means of bistability [1, 6–9]. Under
bistability, large enough initial conditions of hypercycle ele-
ments allow the survival and persistence of all the catalytic
species. On the contrary, low initial conditions involve the
asymptotic extinction of the hyperycle since the dynamics are
captured by a stable attractor found in the origin of the phase
space. The dynamics of autocatalytic replicators [10, 11] and
two-member hypercycles [7, 10] have been widely charac-
terized. Hypercycles with three and four species display the
same asymptotic behavior than smaller catalytic networks but
the coexistence attractor is approached by means of damped
oscillations [1, 6]. Hypercycles with n > 4 can undergo pe-
riodic oscillations due to the presence of attracting periodic
orbits [1, 8, 12–14].
A key aspect of hypercycles is the presence of bifur-
cations separating survival from extinction. Previous re-
search has characterized these bifurcations in small hypercy-
cles with replicators degradation [6, 7] and mutation [14, 15].
The switch from the bistable to the monostable (i.e., only-
extinction) regimes in small hypercycles is usually governed
by saddle-node bifurcations, which have been thoroughly
characterized in small catalytic systems [6, 7, 15]. However,
bifurcations in larger hypercycles governed by periodic orbits
have not been explored. In this sense, the characterization
of the nature of the transitions between survival and extinc-
tion in oscillating hypercycles is interesting to understand the
dynamics of large, oscillating catalytic replicator networks.
Such systems could store larger information contents, perhaps
driving the transition from only RNA-based evolution to more
sophisticated replicating systems coding for error-correction
mechanisms.
A recent work developed by Silvestre and Fontanari [16]
provided results on the dynamics characterizing the presence
of periodic orbits governing the coexistence dynamics for hy-
percycles with n ≥ 5 members in competition with a tail of
mutants. These authors provided numerical evidence for the
existence of a stable periodic orbit below a mutation thresh-
old of the hypercycle elements. Also, they found an apparent
coincidence between the value of mutation causing the global
extinction of the hypercycle and the mutation value making
two unstable fixed points colliding and becoming complex.
In this work we analyze the model in [16] focusing on the
bifurcations driving towards extinction due to changes in mu-
tation rates. By analyzing the dynamics using a Poincare´ map,
we show that the asymptotic extinction of oscillating hyper-
cycles is given by a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic or-
bits, which is responsible for the shift separating the bistable
from the monostable regimes. The article is organized as fol-
lows. First, we introduce the system under investigation and
the mathematical model in Section IIA. Section IIB describes
the symmetry of the system, also providing the stability anal-
ysis of the equilibrium points. Section III is devoted to the
analysis of the periodic orbits and the bifurcation that involves
2the transition from the bistable to the monostable scenario.
Specifically, we first give conditions for existence and loca-
tion of periodic orbits. In Section IIIA we make a numerical
prospection to find evidences of existence of a unique stable
periodic orbit. Then, in Section IIIB we perform a numer-
ical continuation of both stable and unstable periodic orbits
and we describe the bifurcation that explains the vanishing of
the periodic orbits for low values of the replication copying
fidelity. Finally, Section IV is devoted to some conclusions.
II. BASIC FACTS ON THE HYPERCYCLE MODEL
A. Mathematical model
We consider the hypercycle system analyzed in [16] (see
also [14]). The system is composed by n functional tem-
plates with heterocatalytic connections and a pool of mutant
sequences, which do not participate in the catalysis, thus act-
ing as parasites [9, 14, 17]. The model is given by the follow-
ing set of differential equations:
x˙i = Fi(x) := xi(AiQ+Kixi−1Q− φ), (1)
x˙e = xe(Ae − φ) + (1−Q)
n∑
i=1
xi(Ai +Kixi−1), (2)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (we use the convention that x0 = xn), where
φ =
n∑
i=1
xi(Ai +Kixi−1) +Aexe.
Here xi are the population numbers of the functional hy-
percycle template i, while xe corresponds to the population
numbers of the pool of mutants. Parameters Ai and Q are, re-
spectively, the Malthusian (non-catalytic) replication rate of
species xi and the average copying fidelity during replica-
tion (being 1 − Q the average mutation rate). Constant Ae
is the Malthusian replication rate of the mutant sequences.
Constants Ai, Q,Ki, and Ae are positive. The term φ is a
dilution outflow that keeps the total population constant and
introduces competition between all the hypercycle members
and the pool of mutants. The fact that the population is con-
stant is expressed by the property that
∑n
i=1 xi + xe = 1 is
invariant. This permits to write xe in terms of xi and realize
that therefore the dynamics of xi governed by (1) is indepen-
dent of xe. For that reason henceforth we focus on (1) which
we consider in the bounded domain (simplex)
Ω =
{
x ∈ Rn| xi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1
xi ≤ 1
}
.
We denote by F = (F1, . . . , Fn) the vector-field associated
to (1). It is clear from the equations that the hyperplanes
{xi = 0} are invariant. Moreover, if Q < 1, on
∑n
i=1 xi = 1,
the vector-field points inwards Ω. This is easily checked by
computing ~ν · F (x), where ~ν = (1, . . . , 1) is a vector normal
to the hyperplane
∑n
i=1 xi − 1 = 0. We have
~ν · F (x) = (Q− 1)
n∑
i=1
Aixi + (Q− 1)
n∑
i=1
Kixixi−1,
which is strictly negative ifQ < 1. IfQ = 1 the hyperplane is
invariant. These features imply that Ω is positively invariant.
B. The symmetric hypercycle
When Ai = a and Ki = k, system (1) has a symmetry
which helps to describe the dynamics. We take Ai = Ae =
a > 0, and ki = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and we assume Q ∈ (0, 1].
Then
φ = a+
n∑
i=1
xixi−1.
Symmetry involves that the functional templates and para-
sites are selectively neutral, having the same kinetic properties
[16]. To describe the symmetry of the system we introduce the
linear map R associated to the matrix
R =

0 0 . . . 0 1
1 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0
...
0 0 . . . 1 0
 .
We have that R>R = Id , hence R−1 = R>. Moreover,
Rn = Id . The vector-field F satisfies
R ◦ F = F ◦R, (3)
which implies that if x(t) is a solution of x′ = F (x), then
Rx(t) is also a solution. Indeed,
R˙x(t) = Rx˙(t) = RF (x(t)) = F (Rx(t)).
Moreover, if γ(t) is a periodic orbit, Rγ(t) is also a periodic
orbit and since R is continuous (because it is linear) the sta-
bility character of both orbits is the same.
The equilibrium points of Eq. (1) are X0 = (0, . . . , 0) and
X∗± = (x
∗
±, ..., x
∗
±), where x
∗
± are the solutions of nx
2 −
Qx− a(Q− 1) = 0, that is:
x∗± =
Q±√Q2 − 4na(1−Q)
2n
.
Note that the equilibrium pointsX∗± are real provided the con-
dition
Q2 − 4na(1−Q) ≥ 0 (4)
holds. Otherwise, they live in the complex phase space.
The system has a critical copying fidelity value given by
(see [16]):
QSS = 2
(√
na(1 + na)− na).
3In [16], the authors claim that, for Q < QSS the equilib-
rium points X∗± vanish and the hypercycle becomes extinct,
having a whole population of mutant sequences, i.e., xe = 1.
The authors also identified the viability of the hypercycle de-
pending on the number of functional templates, nm, with
nm =
Q2
4a(1−Q) .
Similarly, a critical replication condition separating the via-
bility of the hypercycle and the asymptotic extinction is given
by
ac =
Q2
4n(1−Q) .
For this latter case, if a > ac the hypercycle will be viable
[16].
The equilibrium points X∗± belong to the line {x1 = · · · =
xn} which is the set of fixed points of R. The conjugation
condition (3) implies, taking derivatives, that R ·DF = DF ◦
R ·R and hence at X∗± we have
RDF (X∗±) = DF (X
∗
±)R.
This property implies that DF (X∗±) is a so-called circulant
matrix, i.e., a matrix of the form
c1 c2 . . . cn
cn c1 . . . cn−1
...
. . .
...
c2 c3 . . . c1
 . (5)
For these matrices there exist formulas allowing to compute
all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors [18]. In fact, the eigen-
values are given by the discrete Fourier transforms of the se-
quence {ck}, see [18, Sect. 3.1]:
ψm =
n∑
k=1
ck e
−2pi i (m−1) (k−1)/n, 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
In particular, the Jacobian matrix at the critical point X0 is
a(Q− 1)In, being In the identity matrix. This means that X0
is stable whenever Q < 1 and becomes unstable for Q > 1;
the bifurcation occurring at Q = 1 is of codimension n since
all the eigenvalues change sign.
On the other hand, the Jacobian matrix at the critical points
X∗± is given by the matrix (5) with c1 = a(Q− 1) +Qx∗± −
(n + 2)(x∗±)
2 = −2 (x∗±)2 (here we apply the definition of
x∗±), cj = −2 (x∗±)2, for j = 2, . . . , n− 1, and cn = x∗±(Q−
2x∗±).
Straightforward computations using properties of the roots
of unity lead to the following expressions of the eigenvalues,
ψ1 = x
∗
±(Q− 2nx∗±), ψj = Qx∗±e2pi i (j−1)/n, j = 2÷n,
thus showing a nice geometrical structure: all the eigenvalues
but one lie on the circle of radiusQx∗± in the complex plane at
angles corresponding to the roots of unity, except for the first
root of unity e2pii0 = 1. Instead, we have the eigenvalue ψ1 =
x∗ (Q−2nx∗) which is negative (resp., positive) for x∗ = x∗+
(resp., for x∗ = x∗−). Observe also that for n < 4, X
∗
+ (resp.,
X∗−) is always stable (resp., unstable), whereas for n = 4 (and
multiples of 4), a central manifold for these points arises since
two of the eigenvalues are purely imaginary. For n > 5, both
X∗+ and X
∗
− have eigenvalues with both positive and negative
real parts. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the case
n = 5, in which X∗+ has 3 eigenvalues with negative real
part and 2 eigenvalues with positive real part, which implies
a three-dimensional stable manifold and a two-dimensional
unstable manifold; forX∗− these dimensions are swapped. See
also [21] for a similar study in a related system.
III. PERIODIC ORBITS
Numerical simulations indicate that, for Q > QSS , Eq. (1)
with i ≥ 5 has one and just one asymptotically stable periodic
orbit γ(t), see [16]. By the symmetry property, γ has to be
mapped to itself byR so thatRγ(0) = γ(τ) for some τ . Since
Rγ(t) and γ(t+ τ) satisfy the same initial value problem, by
uniqueness of solutions we obtain that
Rγ(t) = γ(t+ τ), t ∈ R.
This means that γj(t) = γj+1(t+ τ) for all t, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,
and therefore
γj(t) = γn(t+ (n− j)τ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
which means that all components of the periodic orbit can
be obtained from the last one with a shift of time. We also
have Rkγ(t) = γ(t + kτ). In particular, when k = n,
γ(t) = γ(t + nτ) which shows that the period T is related
to τ by T = nτ . This result can be observed in Fig. 1.B4,
which displays the dynamics of all hypercycle members in
the coexistence scenario, which oscillate following the same
pattern but shifted in time.
Our aim is to understand how the periodic orbits
arise/appear in terms of the parameterQ by means of accurate
numerical computations. For this purpose, it is very impor-
tant to locate the periodic orbits when they exist. For that we
introduce
Σα =
{
x ∈ Ω|
n∑
j=1
xj = α
}
, 0 < α ≤ 1.
Let ~ν = (1, . . . , 1) be a normal vector to Σα. The sign of
the scalar product ~ν · F (x) is related with the angle of ~ν and
the vector-field at x. In particular, if ~ν · F (x) < 0 for all
x ∈ Σα we have that all solutions that arrive at Σα cross from∑n
j=1 xj > α to
∑n
j=1 xj < α. We have
~ν · F (x) = −a(1−Q)
n∑
j=1
xj −
( n∑
j=1
xj −Q
) n∑
j=1
xjxj−1.
Then, ifQ ≤ α < 1 and x ∈ Σα, ~ν ·F (x) ≤ −a(1−Q)α < 0.
If α < Q, using that the maximum of
∑n
j=1 xjxj−1 on Σα is
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FIG. 1: (A) Hypercycle of n members with an error tail of mutants. Notice that the hypercycle members (xi)i=1,...,n, can produce a non-
catalytic mutant (xe) during replication, which competes with the catalytic cycle (i.e., the mutant does not provide catalytic aid to any hyper-
cycle species behaving as a parasite). (B) Bifurcation diagram tuning the replication quality factor Q, using a = 0.5 and n = 5 . For this
parameter combination, the saddle-node bifurcation of the unstable fixed points takes place at QSS = 0.916079783. We also identified a
saddle-node of periodic orbits taking place at QPO = 0.916139611, and a degenerate bifurcation of unstable periodic orbits and X0 taking
place at Q = 1. Notice that there is a gap between the bifurcation value QSS and QPO (see Fig. (2)). The stable and unstable equilibria are
shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively. The time series display the dynamics for different values of Q with: (B1) Q = 0.87 < QSS ;
(B2) Q = 0.916078 . QSS ; (B3) QSS . Q = 0.916135 . QPO; (B4) QPO < Q = 0.98 (each color represents the concentration of each
hypercycle member). See movie.avi for an animation of the bifurcations in panel B.
α2/4, we have
~ν · F (x) < α
4
(
− α2 +Qα− 4a(1−Q)
)
.
Let α0 = 0 and α± = (Q ±
√
Q2 − 16a(1−Q))/2 be
the zeros of the previous expression. Let Q∗ = −8a +√
64a2 + 16a. If Q > Q∗ then ~ν · F (x) < 0 on Σα for
α ∈ (0, α−) ∪ (α+, Q). Observe that Q∗ = QSS |n=4. As a
consequence of the previous calculations we have
• if Q < Q∗, the full domain Ω is contained in the basin
of attraction of the origin. Therefore there are not peri-
odic orbits.
• if Q ≥ Q∗, the periodic orbits, if they exist, are con-
tained in {x ∈ Ω|α− ≤
∑n
j=1 xj ≤ α+}.
Another consequence of these calculations is the proof for
the case n ≤ 4 of a conjecture by Silvestre and Fontanari [16]
which states that if Eq. (1) has a stable periodic orbit then it
has an unstable equilibrium point. Indeed, Eq. (1) has not the
unstable equilibrium point if and only if Q2 < 4na(1 − Q).
For n ≤ 4, the previous condition becomes Q2 < 16a(1−Q)
and hence α± are complex, which means that there can not
be a periodic orbit. Notice however that our computations
described in IIIB show that they may exist an unstable fixed
point without the stable periodic orbit.
A. Computation of periodic orbits
From a numerical point of view, to find asymptotically sta-
ble periodic orbits is as simple as taking an initial condition
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2 (
√
(na (1 + na)) − na), and the saddle-node of periodic orbits, QPO , which has been computed numerically. For each value of a, we
have performed the numerical computation of the QPO by means of an ad-hoc program that uses the continuation method with high-precision
(black triangles), as explained in the Appendix A.3. Additionally, for the sake of completeness and consistency, we have computed the same
bifurcation points using the software AUTO (red circles). While the gap between the two bifurcation points is of the order 10−4, we found the
difference between the two numerically computed values of QPO to be of order 10−8, as evidenced in the figure, where the two sets of values
lie on the same interpolating lines.
on its basin of attraction and integrate the equation forward:
after some transient, the trajectory will be very close to the
periodic orbit. However, this method does not apply to find
unstable periodic orbits. Since our goal is understanding the
bifurcations undergone by all periodic orbits, we have com-
puted the Poincare´ map P associated to a suitable transver-
sal section Σ (see Appendix A.1), a tool that allows to deal
both with stable and unstable periodic orbits. In Fig. 3A
we show the transversal section Σ together with the unsta-
ble and the stable periodic orbits for a specific value of the
parameters, in the subspace (x1, x4, x5). We have that peri-
odic orbits of the vector-field correspond to fixed or periodic
points of the map P . The Poincare´ map P can be simulated
numerically using an integration method for ODEs with ini-
tial condition x ∈ Σ, integrating up to the solution reaches Σ
again, crossing it in the same direction. Then, fixed points of
P are obtained applying Newton’s method to either the func-
tion f(x) = P (x)−x for fixed points or f(x) = P k(x)−x for
k-periodic points of P . In Fig. 3B we show projections on the
(x4, x5) subspace of the iterations of the Poincare´ map on the
transversal section Σ; they tend either to the stable periodic
orbit (blue iterates) represented by a fixed point Xs ∈ Σ of P
or to the unstable one (black iterates, zoomed out on the lower
left corner), represented by a fixed point Xu ∈ Σ of P . Fig.
3C shows different iterates tending to Xs, for different values
of the copying fidelity Q, of the Poincare´ map restricted to Σ.
As a first exploration, in order to check that there exists
a unique stable periodic orbit inside the simplex Ω, we per-
formed a simple numerical experiment consisting of a Mon-
teCarlo (MC) algorithm. We fixed the set of parameter values
to be a = 0.001, K = 1, and Q = 0.2 > QSS for which we
expect there exists a stable periodic orbit. Next, we identified
the fixed point z∗ ∈ Σ of the Poincare´ map corresponding to
a stable periodic orbit (see Appendix A.2 for a detailed de-
scription of the MC algorithm) and we defined a ball of radius
 = 10−8 around z∗. We then took a sampling ofN = 5×107
random initial conditions within the simplex and integrated
the corresponding trajectories over 35 000 time units. Finally,
we checked whether the intersection of the trajectory on the
Poincare´ section Σ laid within this ball or radius . Otherwise,
we considered the periodic orbit as different from the one cor-
responding to z∗, including the case when the orbit goes to
0. The results of the simulations revealed that among all ran-
dom initial conditions: (i) all of them cut the Poincare´ section,
and (ii) all of them ended up either to 0 or within the radius
around the fixed point of the Poincare´ section. Then, we pro-
vide a numerical evidence about the existence and uniqueness
of a stable periodic orbit.
This MC procedure was systematically replied on a grid
of 31 × 31 points in the parameter region {(a,Q) | a ∈
[0.01, 0.5], Q ∈ [0.2, 0.99]}. For each pair of values of the
parameters we took N = 104 random points within the sim-
plex as initial conditions of the Newton method to find fixed
points of the Poincare´ map P . In all cases we have found
convergence to a unique stable periodic orbit.
B. Bifurcation analysis
We have applied a continuation method for periodic orbits
to obtain the respective bifurcation diagram. This is a key
point in the paper since we have been able not only to de-
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FIG. 3: (A) Representation of the Poincare´ section, Σ, used to characterize the periodic orbits and the bifurcation of the system. (B) Iterates
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(cyan). The open circles correspond to the fixed point of the Poincare´ map. Note that as Q diminishes, this fixed point travels towards the
unstable periodic orbit, which is closeer to the point (0).
scribe the bifurcations but also to detect a gap between the
periodic orbit and the fixed point bifurcations that was not de-
tected in the previous literature. The continuation method (see
Appendix A.3. for details) consists of identifying the periodic
orbits with zeros of an implicit equation and thus implement-
ing a procedure of continuation of zeros. The most technical
challenge in the method is tracking the bifurcation curves at
the turning points as the ones encountered in saddle-node bi-
furcations (QPO). In such case we assume that the zeros lie
on a parameterized curve s 7→ (x(s), λ(s)) and we perform
the continuation with respect to the parameter s.
With this method we are able to find a discretization of the
curves and confirm the saddle-node bifurcation of periodic or-
bits with respect to the copying fidelity parameter Q; that is,
we prove the existence of both a stable and an unstable pe-
riodic orbit for Q > QPO that collide for Q = QPO and
disappear for lower values of Q. The bifurcation diagram is
shown in Fig. 1B, where we plot the maximum and the min-
imum of both stable and unstable periodic orbits and the val-
ues of x∗± for a 5-membered hypercycle. Specifically, we use
a = 0.5, and, as the control parameter (Q) decreases, both
periodic orbits and the fixed points x∗± approach to each other
in the phase space, colliding at Q = QPO and Q = QSS , re-
spectively. The bifurcation diagram also reveals a degenerate
bifurcation at Q = 1. However, this value of Q may cor-
respond to a hypercycle with no mutation during replication,
which, from a biological point of view, may be improbable in
hypercycles.
The dynamics of the hypercycle with n = 5 species is
displayed for different values of the bifurcation parameter
Q. Figure 1.B1 displays the extinction scenario for Q =
0.87 . QSS , where all member hypercycles become rapidly
extincted. If Q approaches from below to QSS , the hyper-
cycle also asymptotically extincts, but, since we are near the
saddle-node bifurcation, transients become longer. This case
is displayed in Fig. 1.B2, with Q = 0.916078 < QSS . Here,
all hypercycle members oscillate for a long period of time
before collapsing, in what is known as a delayed transition.
Such a dynamics, which arises near saddle-node bifurcations,
have been characterized in hypercycles [6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 19],
in autocatalytic replicators [10, 11], as well as in single-
species dynamics under Allee effects [20]. Interestingly, the
7same dynamics is found below the saddle-node bifurcation of
fixed points and below the saddle-node of periodic orbits (Fig.
1.B3). When Q > QPO the hypercycle survives since trajec-
tories are attracted by the stable periodic orbit.
As we previously mentioned, we identified a gap in the
parameter space tuning Q, used to build the bifurcation dia-
gram. A zoom of this gap can be seen in (see Fig. 2A). Fi-
nally, Fig. 2B shows the dependence of the size of the gap on
the parameter a. Here we show the distance computed with
our computation method and the software AUTO (see [22]),
used to test/compare the results obtained with the continua-
tion method.
Figure 3A displays the Poincare´ section, Σ (green), which
is cut by the stable (red) and unstable (blue) periodic orbit.
In Fig. 3B we plot several trajectories that approach to the
unstable and the stable periodic orbits depending on the initial
conditions. Finally, in Fig. 3C we show how the fixed point
of the stable periodic orbit in the Poincare´ section approaches
towards the fixed point of the unstable orbit (not shown) in Σ
as Q diminishes towards the bifurcation value QPO.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have investigated the bifurcations causing
the asymptotic extinction of oscillating hypercycles using the
model by Silvestre and Fontanari [16] (see also [14]). This
model explored a hypercycle composed by n catalytic tem-
plates with exponential and heterocatalytic replication com-
peting with the so-called error tail. These authors provided
numerical evidence for the existence of a stable periodic or-
bit below a mutation threshold of the hypercycle elements, in
agreement with previous investigations [1, 8, 12–14]. They
also identified the vanishing of the periodic orbit taking place
below a critical value QSS of the copying fidelity Q. Specif-
ically, they found that the region of viability in the space
(Q, a), where the hypercycle has nonzero concentration, ei-
ther in the static regime or in the periodic orbit condition, was
determined by the condition of existence of real equilibrium
points. They actually stated: “The periodic solution disap-
pears at Q ≈ 0.19639, the value at which the condition (4)
for the existence of a nontrivial equilibrium is violated. We
have no proof for this remarkable coincidence” [16].
We here investigate this phenomenon focusing on a 5-
member hypercycle, which is the minimal hypercycle size un-
dergoing periodic oscillations. We show, by means of ana-
lytical and numerical investigations, that a saddle-node bifur-
cation of periodic orbits takes place at Q = QPO, being re-
sponsible of the change from the bistable to the monostable
(global extinction) states. Saddle-node bifurcations are typ-
ically responsible of asymptotic extinction in catalytic net-
works. These bifurcations, which have been identified in
small hypercycles [7, 9, 15] as well as in autocatalytic repli-
cators [10, 11], are known to separate the survival from the
extinction phases.
Interestingly, we found that the bifurcation value responsi-
ble for the saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits slightly
differed from the bifurcation value (i.e., QSS) at which the
collision of two unstable fixed points takes place. Hence, the
bifurcation value involving the collision of both stable and
unstable periodic orbits does not coincide with the value of
Q limiting the existence of the equilibrium points reported in
[16].
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Appendix
In the following appendices, we provide descriptions of the
methods and algorithms used in the analyses of the periodic
orbits and their bifurcations.
A.1. Poincare´ maps
To compute periodic orbits we have used the device of
looking for appropriate Poincare´ maps and then search for
fixed points of them.
Given a differential equation x˙ = F (x), x ∈ Rn, a
Poincare´ section is a (n− 1)-dimensional surface Σ such that
for all x ∈ Σ, F (x) does not belong to the tangent (n − 1)-
plane of Σ at x, so that the solutions cross transversally
Σ whenever they reach Σ. The Poincare´ map (associated
to Σ) sends a point y in Σ to the next intersection of the
solution with initial condition y with Σ, crossing Σ in the
same direction as in y and provided it exists. It turns out
that periodic solutions of x˙ = F (x) correspond to fixed (or
periodic) points of P . See for instance [23] for more details.
Poincare´ maps are effectively computed by using numerical
integrators of differential equations.
A.2. Algorithm for finding stable periodic orbits
We developed a MonteCarlo (MC) exploration of the
simplex by taking N random initial conditions obtained
from a uniform distribution, i.e., xi(0) ∈ U(0, 1). The
chosen initial conditions are imposed to fulfill the following
conditions. The first condition involves that
∑
i xi(0) ≤ 1
and ensures that the initial conditions are inside the simplex
Ω. The second one is to discard a set of initial conditions that
will asymptotically reach zero. Extinction is always possible
because the equilibrium point X0 = (~0) is locally asymptoti-
cally stable. In order to estimate the initial conditions flowing
to this attractor, we analyze the basin of attraction of X0. We
assume Q < 1. Let B(X0) denote the basin of attraction of
8the equilibrium point X0. By the symmetry, if x ∈ B(X0),
Rx ∈ B(X0). We claim that
Ω ∩
{
x ∈ Rn| ∃j such that xj = 0
}
⊂ B(X0).
Indeed, by the symmetry it is enough to check that
Ωn = Ω ∩
{
x ∈ Rn| xn = 0
}
=
{
(x1, ..., xn−1, 0)|
n−1∑
i=1
xi ≤ 1
}
⊂ B(X0).
On Ωn, if x1 > 0, x˙1 = x1(a(Q− 1)−
∑n−1
j=2 xjxj−1) < 0.
Then, for any solution in Ωn, x1(t) decreases monotonically
and converges to zero. Therefore, there exists t1 such that if
t > t1, x1(t) < a(1 − Q)/Q. From x˙2 = x2(a(Q − 1) +
Qx1−
∑n−1
j=2 xjxj−1) we have that if t > t1, x2(t) decreases
monotonically also converging to zero. Then there exists t2
such that if t > t2, x2(t) < a(1 − Q)/Q. Proceeding in this
way we get that xj(t) converges to zero, 1 ≤ j ≤ n−1, which
proves the claim. Then, B(X0) is an open set that contains
∪nj=1Ωj . Analogous computations lead to prove that
{x ∈ Rn| 0 ≤ xj ≤ a(1−Q)/Q, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ⊂ B(X0).
So we can discard the random initial conditions in this set.
Once an initial condition is determined, we integrate Eqs. (2)
for t = 35, 000 (to ensure that we run at least several periods)
using this initial condition. After this time, we check if the
trajectory cuts the Poincare´ section (see Section A.1.). If
this is the case, we consider this intersection as a very good
approximation of a point on a stable periodic orbit which is
a fixed point of the Poincare´ map. We define a ball of radius
 = 10−8 around this fixed point. All of the initial conditions
falling within this radius are considered to belong to the same
stable periodic orbit. Possible points in the Poincare´ section
found outside this radius are considered different stable
periodic orbits. We repeat this process a certain number of
times.
A.3. Continuation method for periodic orbits
Given a family of differential equations x˙ = F (x, λ),
x ∈ Rn, depending on one parameter λ ∈ R for which we
know a periodic orbit for a value of the parameter λ = λ0, the
continuation method permits to compute periodic orbits for
different values of λ whenever they exist.
Periodic orbits of x˙ = F (x, λ) correspond to fixed points of
a suitable Poincare´ map Pλ (or of an iterate of it, say Pmλ with
m ≥ 1). Equivalently they correspond to zeros of G(x, λ) =
Pmλ (x) − x. Then we can rephrase the problem as a problem
of continuation of zeros of G(x, λ).
In the simplest continuation method we assume we have
a zero x0 of G when λ = λ0, i.e., G(x0, λ0) = 0. We
choose a continuation step ∆λ and we define λk = λ0+k∆λ.
In the k-th step of continuation we look for xk such that
G(xk, λk) = 0 using an iterative method for finding zeros
(for instance, Newton’s method) with initial guess x = xk−1,
i.e., the zero obtained in the previous step.
This method has the disadvantage that it can not go over
turning points as the ones encountered in saddle-node bifur-
cations. In such case we assume that the zeros of F are on a
parameterized curve s 7→ (x(s), λ(s)) and we perform contin-
uation with respect to the parameter s to find a discretization
of such curve. Similarly as before, we assume that for s = s0
we have x0 = x(s0), λ0 = λ(s0) such that G(x0, λ0) = 0,
and we choose a continuation step ∆s.
In the k-th step we have xk−1 = x(sk−1), λk−1 = λ(sk−1)
such that G(xk−1, λk−1) ≈ 0 and we look for (xk, λk) =
(x(sk), λ(sk)) satisfying G(x, λ) = 0.
First, we compute a prediction of (xk, λk) imposing that it
should be close to the tangent line of the curve (x(s), λ(s)) at
s = sk−1 provided ∆s is small. To compute a tangent vector
to the curve we differentiate
Gi(x(s), λ(s)) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
with respect to s, to obtain
n∑
j=1
DxjGi(x(s), λ(s))x˙j(s) +DλGi(x(s), λ(s))λ˙(s) = 0,
with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which indicates that (x˙s, λ˙s) has to be
orthogonal to the vectors (Dx1Gi, ..., DxnGi, DλGi), 1 ≤
i ≤ n, evaluated at (x(s), λ(s)). This condition deter-
mines uniquely the direction, which is generated by v =
(v0, v1, ..., vn), where vi is (−1)i times the determinant of the
submatrix of DG(x, λ) obtained by removing the i-column.
Then we make the prediction
(xk, λk) = (xk−1, λk−1) +
v
‖ v ‖∆s,
and we use a method for optimization (for instance, least
squares) to find the closest point to the computed prediction
in G(x, λ) = 0.
We have used the following iterative scheme to approach
such point
ξl = ξl−1 −DG(ξl−1)
(
DG(ξl−1)DG(ξl−1)>
)−1
G(ξl−1),
(6)
with l ≥ 1, where ξl = (xl, λl). See [24] for more details.
A.4. Numerical tools
Numerical integrations have been carried out with a
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg RKF78 method, with automatic step
size control (using a step size 10−4 ≤ ∆t ≤ 10−1) and the
local relative tolerance 10−14.
When applying Newton method for the Poincare´ map we
ask for an accuracy of  = 0.5 × 10−14. The Jacobian ma-
trix of the Poincare´ map required by the Newton’s method is
computed using lateral derivatives with h = 10−5.
The continuation step was chosen to be ∆s =
max(10−6, 10−2 (Q−QSS)). In the iterative scheme (6), we
9obtain ξl − ξl−1 by solving a linear system by means of the
LU method. Pivoting elements are required to be bigger than
0.5× 10−10.
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